Modernize Visitor Management in High-Security Environments
Your lobby is the first line of defense against unwanted intruders. In high-security
environments, protecting your people, property, data, and ideas is even more important.
With ZipKey you can do security the welcoming way.

Your real-time mission control

Knowing who’s on-site is the first step to protecting your team and property. With
ZipKey, you have full control over all your locations in real time and you’ll always
know who's arriving, where they're going, and why.


Guest details are stored digitally in the dashboard, which is easy to reference in an
evacuation or emergency. You can customize the security requirements for all your
sites individually with minimum effort and automatically inform guests of your
specific site's policies.

PROTECT YOUR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
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COMPLETE YOUR DETAILS
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NATIONAL ID
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Invite your guests with stunning email invitations to make a polished, professional
impression. Your guests can pre-register, allowing your team to always know
whom to expect. Additionally, your guests can sign legal documents before they
arrive.


These documents are automatically stored and easily retrieved when needed. As
traditional check-in procedures are moved outside your lobby, the on-site check-in
process is accelerated and the risk of overhearing confidential information is
eliminated. Thus, ZipKey safeguards your ideas and IP.

ENHANCE ONSITE SECURITY BY VERIFYING IDENTITIES
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With the email invitations comes a QR-Code that makes checking in faster and
more convenient than ever before. While checking in, ZipKey scans, verifies, and
extracts data from your guest's identity card and does a facial match to ensure the
identity of the person.


The resulting Trusted ID utilizes state-of-the-art hardware and software to lives up
to the utmost security standards. However, its creation is highly convenient and
only takes a few seconds. As a result, you have detailed guest records including
their verified identities combined with signed legal documents. And by design, all
data is always up to date.

GRANT ACCESS ONLY TO APPROVED GUESTS

With all information at one place, it has never been more convenient, secure, and
efficient to grant access to your properties. The personalized name badges provide
extra identity verification and visually prove that guests are authorized to be
onsite. You can integrate ZipKey with your existing security system to make your
guest's experience even more outstanding and your site even more secure.
All high-security features are compatible with the ZipKey Events solution.

For more information, visit our website at www.zipkey.de or write us at info@zipkey.de

